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RULES 
on Minimum Reserve Requirements 

Article 1 

Definitions 

Reserve account: An account with the Central Bank of Iceland into which entities subject to 

minimum reserve requirements must deposit the funds required to fulfil their reserve requirements. 

Minimum reserve requirements: Requirements obliging an entity subject to minimum reserve 

requirements to hold a further specified amount in a reserve account with the Central Bank of Iceland 

throughout the reserve maintenance period. 

Reserve maintenance period: The period during which an entity subject to minimum reserve 

requirements must fulfil the imposed reserve requirements: namely, from the 21st day of the month 

through the 20th day of the following month. The reserve maintenance period includes business days and 

holidays. 

Residual maturity: The number of days remaining until a debt matures, counted from the reporting 

date according to Article 7 until the first possible maturity date. 

Repo (repurchase agreement): The counterpart of cash received in exchange for securities sold by a 

party subject to minimum reserve requirements at a given price under a commitment to repurchase the 

same (or similar) securities at a fixed price on a specified future date.  

Deposits: For the purpose of these Rules, a deposit is an amount owed to a creditor by an entity 

subject to minimum reserve requirements, other than an amount deriving from the issuance of a 

negotiable debt instrument.  

Deposits with an agreed maturity: Non-transferable deposits that cannot be liquidated before a 

specified time or can only be converted into cash before that time against payment of costs. 

Deposits redeemable at notice: Non-transferable deposits without any agreed maturity, which cannot 

be liquidated except with a stated period of prior notice or can only be converted into cash before that 

time against payment of costs.  

Money market securities: Negotiable debt instruments, other than bonds or bills, that are traded in the 

money market.  

Debt securities issued: Securities, other than shares or money market securities, that are issued by an 

entity subject to minimum reserve requirements and can be traded in the secondary market. 

 

Article 2 

Entities subject to minimum reserve requirements 

The following entities are subject to minimum reserve requirements as set forth in these Rules: 

1. Financial undertakings that have been granted an operating licence pursuant to Article 4, 

Paragraph 1, Subparagraphs 1, 2, and 3 of the Act on Financial Undertakings, no. 161/2002.  

2. Branches of foreign financial undertakings that are established in and hold an operating licence 

in another member state of the European Economic Area, cf. Article 31 of Act no. 161/2002, and 

operate in Iceland. 

3. Branches of foreign financial undertakings that are established in a country outside the European 

Economic Area and have been authorised by the Financial Supervisory Authority, pursuant to 

Article 33 of Act no. 161/2002, to operate a branch in Iceland, provided that the undertaking 

concerned is authorised to pursue activities in its home state parallel to those provided for in 

Article 4, Paragraph 1, Subparagraphs 1, 2 and 3 of the said Act, that the activities that the 

undertaking pursues in Iceland are comparable, and that its activities in its home state are subject 

to supervision comparable to that provided for in Act no. 87/1998. 

Minimum reserve requirements apply to commercial banks, savings banks, and other entities that are 

authorised by law to accept deposits from the public for custody and investment, and financial 

undertakings operating on the basis of Article 4, Paragraph 1, Subparagraph 3 of Act no. 161/2002, and 

that are not bound by the provisions of specific laws or of the National Budget at any time with respect to 
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the procurement of funds for their activities. The same applies to branches of corresponding foreign 

financial undertakings operating in Iceland, cf. Article 4, Paragraph 1, Subparagraphs 2 and 3 of Act no. 

161/2002.  

If an entity subject to minimum reserve requirements is wound up in accordance with Chapter XII of 

Act no. 161/2002, it shall cease to be subject to minimum reserve requirements according to these Rules. 

Article 3 

Reserve base  

The following liability items constitute the reserve base of an entity subject to minimum reserve 

requirements:  

1. Deposits with a residual maturity of two years or less.  

2. Issued debt securities and bills with a residual maturity of two years or less. 

3. Money market instruments with a residual maturity of two years or less.  

 

The following liability items are not included in the reserve base: 
 

1. Debt owed to the Central Bank of Iceland. 

2. Repurchase agreements (Repos). 

3. Debt owed by an entity subject to reserve requirements to another entity subject to reserve 

requirements. 

 

Article 4 

Reserve ratios  

The Monetary Policy Committee shall determine the reserve ratio of items in the reserve base, in 

accordance with Article 3 of these Rules. The Monetary Policy Committee’s decisions on minimum 

reserve ratios shall be made public. Entities subject to reserve requirements shall be notified of minimum 

reserve amounts in accordance with Article 6, Paragraph 1 of these Rules. 

 

Article 5 

Minimum reserve amounts  

After calculation of the minimum reserve requirement at any given time, the minimum reserve 

amount shall be determined by multiplying the reserve ratio by the reserve base as defined in Articles 3 

and 4 of these Rules.  

If an entity subject to minimum reserve requirements neglects to submit to the Central Bank an 

itemised report for calculation of the minimum reserve requirement by the deadline specified in Article 7 

of these Rules, the Central Bank is authorised to determine the reserve amount by averaging the two most 

recent such reports submitted by the entity concerned, plus a surcharge of 10% for each month and a 

proportion thereof for partial months.  

 

Article 6 

Settlement of reserve requirements  

The minimum reserve amount is calculated before the 21st day of each calendar month and is based 

on the average reserve base as calculated according to these Rules at the end of the preceding two months. 

The reserve maintenance period is from the 21st day of each calendar month through the 20th day of the 

following month, and entities subject to minimum reserve requirements shall be notified of the reserve 

amount before this period commences.  

Minimum reserve requirements shall be met with a deposit of the minimum reserve amount to the 

reserve account. Entities subject to minimum reserve requirements shall ensure that the average balance 

on their reserve account with the Central Bank during each reserve maintenance period is not lower than 

the announced minimum reserve amount. If the average balance on the reserve account is lower than the 

stipulated minimum reserve amount during the maintenance period, the Central Bank shall calculate per 

diem fines, in accordance with Article 2, Paragraph 1 of the current Rules on the Imposition of Periodic 

Penalty Payments, on the amount by which the average balance falls short of the minimum reserve 
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amount, and the fine shall be deducted from the current account of the entity concerned at least seven days 

after the entity was notified of the decision to impose the fine; cf. Article 6, Paragraph 3 of the above-

cited Rules. Determination of per diem fines, the right of appeal, and collection are subject, where 

appropriate, to the provisions of Articles 6, 7 and 8 of the aforementioned Rules on the Imposition of 

Periodic Penalty Payments.  

The Monetary Policy Committee shall determine the interest rate on the minimum reserve amount. 

 

Article 7 

Reporting  

For the calculation of the minimum reserve requirement, monthly itemised reports from entities 

subject to minimum reserve requirements, providing information on the reserve base as defined in 

Articles 3 and 4 of these Rules, shall have been received by the Statistics and IT Department of the 

Central Bank no later than the 11th day of each calendar month, or the preceding day if the day of 

submittal is a general bank holiday.  

At least once a year, the internal auditor, if there is one, or chief accountant of the entity subject to 

minimum reserve requirements shall review the methods for reporting reserve requirements and send the 

Central Bank a written statement on them. On the basis of this statement, the Central Bank may provide 

the entity subject to minimum reserve requirements with guidelines on improved reporting. 

 

Article 8  

Indirect fulfilment of minimum reserve requirements through an intermediary  

The Central Bank may, by special decision, permit an entity subject to minimum reserve 

requirements to appoint a financial institution subject to reserve requirements to carry out its reserve 

requirements on its behalf. Nonetheless, all entities subject to minimum reserve requirements shall submit 

data to the Central Bank in accordance with Article 5. The Bank shall notify financial institutions acting 

as intermediaries for other entities subject to minimum reserve requirements of the appointing entities’ 

minimum reserve amounts. The total minimum reserve amount of the financial institution acting as an 

intermediary for other entities subject to minimum reserve requirements shall equal the sum of its own 

minimum reserve amount and that of each institution for which it acts as an intermediary. The Central 

Bank of Iceland may request that a financial institution acting as an intermediary for others provide 

information, within the reserve maintenance period, concerning the status of the fulfilment of its 

minimum reserve requirements. The Central Bank may revoke such intermediation at any time and may 

decide when the revocation shall take effect. 

 

Article 9  

Entry into force 

These Rules are set in accordance with the authority contained in Article 11, Paragraph 2 of the Act 

on the Central Bank of Iceland, no. 36/2001, cf. Article 24, Paragraph 1 of the same Act, and shall enter 

into force immediately. At the same time, the Rules on Minimum Reserve Requirements, no. 373 of 15 

April 2008, shall be abrogated. The Rules shall first apply to calculation of minimum reserve 

requirements beginning on 21 October 2005. These Rules were discussed and approved at the meeting of 

the Monetary Policy Committee on 29 September 2015.  
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